RUTH, Lesson 8

Answers to Lesson 7 Quiz
1. at the threshing floor
2. True
3. Kinsman-Redeemer
4. False (the "near kinsman" was a closer relative)
5. False
6. a virtuous woman
7. crown
8. False
9. pure
10. False
11. commandment, pure hear, conscience
12. sacrifice of Christ
13. False
14. divisions, offenses, the doctrine
15. False
16. Any three of: Occupation with Christ, Confession of Sin, The Filling of the Holy Spirit, Faith-Rest, Orientation to Grace, Personal Love for God, Joy (other answers may also be correct)
17. Answers vary. From the lesson - "Occupation with Christ is a mental attitude by which a Christian believer views all things in life with the Lord Jesus Christ in mind."
18. ESSAY: Answers vary

The answers to the Lesson 7 Quiz are shown above. Check your answers against the list.
Note: sometimes your answers not be exactly as shown; you can be the judge of whether an answer meets the expectations of a question.

There were 18 questions on the Lesson 1 quiz.
State the number of questions you answered correctly >>

Now, for the questions you missed, consult the text materials to determine what the correct answer should have been. This is for your own information, there is no number grade on these quizzes.

State whether you have competed your review of the answers [ Yes / No ]:

RUTH – Lesson 8 Exercises

Your Name:

1. The nearest kinsman that Boaz knew about lived in another country. [ True/False ]
   Answer:
2. If a kinsman declines to marry his relative's widow, another related may could marry her. [ True/False ]
   Answer:

3. Where did Boaz tell Ruth to stay that night, until it would be light enough for her to go home?
   Answer:

4. What food did Boaz give Ruth to carry back with her to her home?
   Answer:

5. Naomi was confident that Boaz would deal quickly with the matter of her land and Ruth's marriage. [ True / False ]
   Answer:

6. What advice would you give to a young person who is very eager to be married?
   Answer:

7. Boaz was willing to help Ruth because [ a. he would make a lot of money selling a parcel of land; b. he was a man of integrity who valued Ruth as a child of God; c. he needed a wife; d. he had promised Naomi that he would do his best for Ruth ]
   Answer:

PROMOTION

8. Who is ultimately responsible for seeing to it that you get what you have coming to you in life?
   Answer:

9. Fill in the blanks: "For everyone who ___________ himself shall be humbled. and he who humbles himself shall be ___________."
   Answer:

10. What are the three main steps to true humility?
    Answer:

11. A man's spiritual position in life is directly related to how well he succeeds in presenting himself to his acquaintances and to the public. [ True / False ]
    Answer:

12. _______________ and _______________ orientation are always related to grace promotion.
    Answer:

13. Self-promotion results in failure to execute ______ _________.
    Answer:

14. Some people are born humble. [ True / False ]
    Answer:

VOLITIONAL RESPONSIBILITY
15. Man has no choice but to accept life as it is dealt to him. [ True / False ]
   Answer:

16. The phrase "you reap what you sow" is directly related to volitional responsibility. [ True / False ]
   Answer:

17. ESSAY: Write two or three paragraphs describing how you would go about obtaining a promotion in your job or profession.
   Answer:

End of Quiz